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“…Physicists are coming to the conclusion … increasingly it’s
getting  difficult  to  ignore  the  physics  evidence  that
suggests  that  the  universe  was  created  for  intelligent
observers to emerge. ”

“…I  do  think  that  every  tradition  that  deals  with  this
subject, particularly the Judeo-Christian, does indicate that
the fall of man enslaved him to processes of thought, to
habits  of  action,  that  essentially  are  not  part  of  the
original scheme of things…”

“…The problem now is technology is unifying the world. And
so, mister global is in the end game. But the problem is
mister  global  is  not  a  monolithic  entity.  It’s  several
factions and they all want to be in control and on top…” ~
Joseph P. Farrell

 

 

Description of this interview by Mike of Beyond the Obscure

In this 1st part of a 2 part discussion,

I had the honor and privilege to be able to interview Dr.
Joseph Farrell in person.
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Join us in this mind-blowing discussion as we delve deep into
the many mysteries of our Ancient past all the way up to
modern day.

We began the talk in the far ancient past as we try and
unravel the mysterious origins of man. Joseph gave us his
thoughts on Zacharia Sitchins work as he states his own ideas
as to the origins of humanity and how the human race began.

He gave us his thoughts on why the God of the Old Testament in
the Bible is a Doom and Gloom kind of God. He also talked
about Genesis 1:26, “Come let us make man in our image and
after our likeness” and he gave a good explanation to that
verse.

He explained how Christianity will eventually catch up to
terms that its origins are more Egyptian than anything else.
He also explained how Mars had a civilization long, long ago
and the people there had some type of cataclysmic type event
that destroyed all life on the red planet.

I entertained the idea that possibly before the cataclysmic
event took place, the rich and powerful got a one way ticket
to Earth as a type of Ancient Breakaway Civilization that came
and seeded life here on this Blue Planet.

He mentioned how Mars may have been a moon to another planet
that exploded which created the Asteroid Belt. While on the
Mars topic we discussed how Cairo, Egypt means “Place or Camp
of Mars”. And that could possibly tie in the connections to
the Face and Pyramids on Mars with the Pyramids and Sphinx in
Egypt.

TALKING POINTS:

Ancient Cosmic War
Ancient Origins of Man
Were We Created as a Slave Species?
Intervention of the Gods

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjZKGSWoXcg&t=86s


Creation Epics
Exploding Planet Myths
Mars Flood and Mythology Breakaway Civilization
Tribal Legends
Planetary Seeding
Asteroid Mining


